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Early sanctuaries, the eighth century
and ritual sPace

Fragments of a discourse

Christiane So uru ino u- I nano d

This chapter is a self-contained fragment of. a wider investigation into early

ðr..f. sånctuaries, cult in the Dark Agesr and the relationship _between

l;;;", Age and historicel Greek religiõn. Restrictions of space force me

," il*it itJr"op" to a brief sketch of some aspects of the Problemdtile and to

, ,yst"rn"tic consideration of one problem which has wide-ranging

implications'-- 
il..rur. of the scarcity of the evidence, scholars have often implicitly

.orrrrÀ"t.d Dark Age ,..iigio' with reference to Minoan, Mycenaean and'

eSpecially, historical"Greek'religion.'Ihe scant Dark Age data are sometimes

riå¿i.¿ tútough filters implici"tly shaped by certain (implicit or explicit)

perceptions abäut what Oaik n gã sociery and religion 'musthave been like'.

5i"..i.¿" nor view data rreutri'lly, b.rtihrongh pìrceptual filters shaped by

rotì"r"tty determined assumptions, this leads io serious distortions, as does

i"y ir".irigation based on model-building on the basis of probabilities and

-É"r .pp.å ro be reasonable assumptions: for all these notions and their

applicaii,or, are inevitably radically õu_lturally determined and any recon-

,í.'*riott n hich dependé on them reflects modern preconceptions rather

than the ancient ,..liti.r. If one asks 'can these (fragmentary and problem-

atic) data fit model A?' it is possible to structure those data in such a wâ1l,

¿nd, consciously and/or unionsciously, to make such adjustments as to

p.r-i, an affirmative answer. But this is a different metter from the con-

ir*.ri"i .4, being the best explanation after a rigorous examination of all

the d¿ta without"¿ priori midels and assumptions., 
"?9 

by. means of a

methodology designËd to limit as much 
"r 

po.iible the distorting effects of

cultural deiËrmina-tion.2 It is therefore 
"t.rãi"l 

to clear the ground of false

"s"-pri""t 
and misconceptions, which can become false structuring

""rrrr., 
and create false perceptual filters that structure the discourse in

insidious ways.
One partióularly insidious mode of distortion is the implicit PresumPtron

that the'limitetions of the evidence give licence to downgrade implicitly its

i-porr.rr"., as i' irrterpietative discäurses which, a{ter systematic analysis'
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can ulrimarely be revealed to have been sustained by the deeply hidden

assumption that unless a Particular thesis can be_ conclusively disproved -
whichìery rarely happens in this period - it must be presumed to be correct,
that if the contrary view cannot be conclusively proven it can be presumed
to be wrong even when the, perhaps inconclusive, evidence points in its
favour.

One common fallacy, implicit in some recent discussions of early Greek
sanctuaries, which creates serious problems for the interprerarion of the
eyidence is the assumption - implicit or explicit - that the forms that
eventually became established as canonical (albeit nor even then universal) in
later Greek religion are the defining characteristics of Greek sancruaries.
This centres the discourse on certain unexamined expectarions about what
we should find in Dark Age sanctuaries which can seriously distort our
reading of the data.

I will now consider â recenr hypothesis which, I will argue, falsifies
radically the ancient realities. The moderare version was put forward by de
Polignac, the extremist version by Morris, who based a wide-ranging rheory
on it.3 De Polignac suggested that in the Dark Ages there *Ã 

" cerrain
spedal indeterminacy in cult, and that the Greek sancruary as a discrere area
for religious purposes emerged in the eighth cenrury. I shall first discuss the
objections to de Polignac's thesis and then consider its more extreme
version.a

A central argument, supporting de Polignac's view on sacred space is the
Homeric_ passâge odyssey 3.5ff. in which the Pylians are coñducing a
sacrifice by the sea, on rhe beach. This de Polignac takes as evidence tÁat
there was no sanctuary and no altar, no strictly defined sacred space, that
after the rite had ended nothing distinguished the spot where it Lad taken
place from its surroundings. But this interprerarion of the odyssean passage
is far from compelling. First, altars by the sea, on the beach, are *ell knoJn
in Homer,s as they arein later periodi (cf. e.g. Homeric Hyrnn to Apollo 490,
49Á, 508' 516); such altars, like all ahars, srood on marked-off sacred
ground.ó second, theo d,' epi meriø ehaion implies an altar.It is true thar the
altar is not explicitly mentioned, but this is no detailed description of the
sacrifice (the actual sacrifice is only referred ro in verses 7-9 and the killing
of the animal is not mentioned either). The poet's choices v¡ere determineã
b¡ tþ flow of the. poem and not by the considerations that may appear
significant to a modern historian of religion: an element like the altär wåuld
have been taken for granted, 'read into' the narrative, by an audience in
whose assumptions 'sacrifice' was inextricably associated with 'altar,. This
'omission' is not unique. rn lliad 2.427 the altar is not explicitly mentioned
either, but we know this is what both poet and audiencË *"ré thinking in
terms of - for there were akars on the beach by the ships (Iliad 1t.goø-gl. rn
odyssey 3.461 too, in the detailed description of Nestori private sacrifice -in contrast to the communal sacrifice oì the beach. - the altar is simply
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alluded to through arrphi onl.429.8It is uncleare whether this sacrifice is to

be envisaged inside the courryard enclosure, in which case the sacrifice is

taking place at the altar in the house courtyard dedicated to Zeus Herkeios,

o, ouisid" it, in which case v¡e should visualize something cbmparable to the

Classical altar in front of houses.l0 In lliad ll .773-5 Peleus sacritces to Zeus

in the enclosure of the court at an altarrr which is not explicitly mentioned;

the altar in the house courfyard is mentioned and named âs the altar of Zeus

Herkeios at Odyssey 22.334^6.12

'{that Odyssey 3.Sff . does mention is an element unique in Homer which
points the interpretation of this passage in the opposite direction from that

of the view criticized here: the organization of the Pylians into nine grouPs

of five hundred persons each, with each of the groups providing nine bulls

for sacrifice. This has been rightly perceivedls to reflect an orgenization into
groups for cult activities which was characteristic of the polis. The scholium
ad Od.3.7 associates the nine groups with the nine cities of Nestor's
kingdom, and it is indeed likelyla that the author of these verses had in mind
the verses of the'Catalogue of Ships' (Iliad2.591ff.). However, this does not
affect the argr¡ment, for it is the notion of the communal sacrifice in
groups/subdivisions of the polity that pertains to the sacrificial context of
the polis. In my view we have a conflation here, on the one hand of polis
organization and participation in a communel polis sacrifice of the sub-

divisions into which the polis is articulated, and on the other of the notion of
the nine poleis that made up Nestor's kingdom. This creates the presump-
tion that, far from reflecting some older ritual form, this passage incor-
porates some of the latest Homeric material, and therefore that the poet and

ihe audience would inevitably have been thinking in terms of an altar of the

kind established in their own cultic realiry - and deeply embedded in the

epics.
That this passage reflects a polis organization has also been suggested on

the basis of a purely spatial element. The nine subdivisions of the Pylians in
this passage are referred to by means of the word bedrai (v.7). Hedra means,

of course, 'seat', but also 'place, station" that is, 'seat'in the sense of abode'

In this passage (hedrai also occurs atv.3l) it is clearly both, seats which
form a station in which each group/subdivision of the Pylians is sitting.
Kolbl5 takes bedrai here to indicate stone seats or benchesl6 which form an

agora inside a temenos dedicated to Poseidon. A sanctuary of Poseidon

surrounded by the agora by the sea is also described in Odyssey 6.266
(cf. also 8.5), in the polis of the Phaeacians. And_at Troy the altars are by the

sea in or neer their agora (iliad 11.806-8)." The fact that the Pylian
subdivisions have separate segments of space with seats, and that the groups

are referred to through a reference to these'stetions', indicates an organiz-

ation of the sacred space which may have had some Permanent form.
Vhether or not this iJthe case, it is extremely implausible that the eighth-

century poet (who' whatever traditional material he may have deployed in
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this passage, operated through _filters shaped -by, and certainly deployed

elemãnts belonging to, the sacrificial context of the polis) was thinking of a

sacrifice not conducted at a permanent altar - or that the audience would
have so understood it.18

The text, then, when perceived through the assumptions of the poet and
his contemporary audience, did not entail the absence of an altar and cannot
support the notion that in the Dark Ages and the earlier eighth century Bc
sacred space was indeterminate. In eighth-century eyes the spatial context of
the sacrifice in Od,yssey 3.5ff. would have been either an altar similar to the
altars of the Archaic and Classical periods which were set up both in the
countryside and within the city in various parts of the public space, or a

teÌnenos with an altar. The latter is more likely; this sacrifice was probably
visualized as aking place in a ternenos of Poseidon by the sea, like all early
ternene centred on an altar. Sanctuaries and shrines of Poseidon by the sea

were well known in the historical period.le
The other arguments mentioned by de Polignac in supporr of the view

that Homer reflects above all a stare of affairs in which sacred space was
indeterminate are as follou¡s. First, that the most common sacred place in the
Homeric poems was the sacred alsos (grove), which he does not consider to
be a strictly defined and organized space, adding that many of these places
remained in this wild and litde differentiated state throughout antiquiry,
reserved for a generally more humble or local piety than rhe 'sanctuaires
élaborés pour la collectivité'. He cites as an example the dlsos of the
Eumenides-in Sophocles' Oedipas at Colonus. He adds that temples are rare
in Homer.2o

However, this picture is not correct. First, with regard rc the ølsos,21 itis
not the case thet a cult-place referred to as dlsos has no eltar.22 In the
Hotneric Hytnn to Apollo 38,{-5, for example, Apollo construcrs an altar to
himself in an alsos by a hrene . Thus a sacred grove with an altar is a parricular
version of the altar-te¡neno.t which was the most common form of early
Greek sanctuery. In Homer the alter-ternenos (temenos * altar) is the most
deeply embedded type of cult-place, as is shown by the existence of the
formula entha de hoi ternenos bonos te thyeeis.zs AIse altar-temene some-
times developed into important historical sancruaries - like other altar-
temene. One such important hisrorical sanctuary, which began with a grove
and an altar, is the sanctuary of Olympia.2a In the fully déveloped ternene
the sacred-gyove2s was usually one of the elements of the sanctuary. An
example of this development is offered by the sacred grove of Poseidon at
Onchestos, mentioned in lliad2.506 as well as in the Homeric hymns to
Apollo and Hermes,26 which did not conrain any buildings until ih. u.ry
latest Archaic times: the earliest phase of the temple is dated to the end of the
sixth century ¡c.27 As for the grove of the Eumenides in Sophocles' Oedipas
at Colonus,vv. 6-7 md t7çge (cf. 39-40; 123-5) make ir absolutely clear
that the space of the sacred grove is indeed ser eperr and very clearly difined.
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Consequently, the notion that such sacred groves were not sanctuaries in

the sensebf a strictly defined sacred sPace set.apart, and that this sPace $'as

,om"ho* indeterminate ritual space, is mistaken, as is the notion that such

lr*rn, are only the objects of humble or strictly local piery=. The same is true
-of 

"^u, 
sanctuaries to which de Polignac2s compares the sacred groves. That

,h.r, "r. 
not always either humble or local is shown, for example, by the

,trí", of pan and the Nymphs er rhe Corycian c¡e.2e Of course, special

circumstances pertained at this sanctuary, which functioned in the shadow

of the Delphic one; but this simply explains why, it does not alter the fact

rhat, cave sânctuaries could ettract thet tyPe of devotion. This cult also

shows3o that it is incorrect that'nature shrines'such as cave sanctuaries are

survivals of earlier. practices pertaining to humble local piety, since its cult

begins in the late seventh century ¡c.31 It is not correct that cave sanctuaries

do not involve organized, defined space; the positioning of the altar in front
of the cave32 is homologous to the location of the altar in front of the

temple.33
In Homer, as later, different types of cult-space are found, temples in the

city as well as sacred groves.34 In Odyssey 6_.7-10 it is taken for granted that

*Ë..t . polis is founded temples are built.35 But there can be no doubt that

the sanciuary with altar - with or without a temple - is the regular, taken-

for-granted focus of religious activity. Consequently, the Homeric evidence

cannot support the theory of the indeterminacy of religious space. I cânnot

discuss herè the hypothesis that the Homeric poems reflect the world of the

eighth century nc only - or that which dates their final version to the seventh

century sc. [n my view, the poems incorporated material from many
periods, perceived, articulated and reshaped through the perceptual filters of
ihe eighth century - as it had been before through the filters of each

successive generation of poets who had handled it. But I must stress that this
question cennot affect my ergument. For I am not using the Homeric
evidence positively, to prove something' but only negatively' to show that

despite claims to the contrary, there is nothing in the Homeric Poems to
support the view that sacred space had been indeterminate in the Dark Ages

and the earlier eighth century.
I now turn to the extremist version of this theory formulated by Morris,

who believes thet, while in the Dark Ages cult activity was characterizedby
spadel indeterminacy, in the eighth century the relationship between sacred

sþace and the living space of men changed, that around 700 ¡c the living
sþace became 'more sharply differentiated from the sacred space of the gods

rid th. dead', v¡ith 'the most obvious change' being 'the rise of the discrete

arer- f.or religious purposes - the emergence of the Greek sanctuâr)r'r which
he places frãm thã seiond half of the eighth century nc onwards' This, he

claims, suggests 'that a new system of clãssific¿tion was growing.tP'." ry.
does admii-(1989, 317) that 'rhere is evidence for a few tenth- and ninth-
century shrines, but these are still rare, and generally they were divorced
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from settlements'. My list of Dark Age shrines (which I cannot s-et out here)

;l;*, that they 
"r. 

,rot rare and that their number is constantly growing,

*¡i"f, *gg.rrr th", perceprual bias may have been one of the reasons why so

few had been identified before'-- 
tuto.rir claims that within settlements cult was domestic.3T The only

olausible candidate for a Dark Age domestic building housing cult is Unit
íV-i;r Nichoria which has been mostly interpreted as a chieftain's house.38

F{owever, there are two paremeters of major uncertainry. First, the build-
ing's identiñcetion as a chieftain's house is far from definite. As we shall see,

thã presence of domestic-type objects does not in itself demonstrate a

domãstic, and exclude a cultic, function. Second, even if the building had

been a chieftain's house we cannot be certain that the cult practised there had

been communal rather than domestic. For we cannot be certain that the

focus of the cult, the circular stone platform with a layer of carbonized

material on top, did not have a specialized funerary and/or domestic rather

than generally-cultic use. For the circular stone platform has been identiûed

by Higgas a cult-structure connected with the cult of the ancestors converg-

i"g to-ãrds the hero-cuh.3e Such platforms were found over graves, but also

in settlements - in the Dark Ages also over a Protogeometric apsidal

building at Asine - and this could suggest that this was a modality of Dark
Age arrðestor cultao which would have been Part' not of community cult, but
oia 'domestic' (in the sense of Classical oiåos-type) cult.

The existence of domestic Dark Age cult does not, of course, invalidate

the view that communal cult was practised in a separate sPace, for the two
categories are known to coexist in earlier and later Greek religion - and also

in Hãmer. But the existence of communal cult in a seParate ritual space does

invalidate Morris's hypothesis, because it shows that the discrete ritual space

which that hypothesis necessitates should not exist before the eighth century
sc in fact does so. Morris claims (1989) that the (few, as he alleges) existing
Dark Age sanctuâries were 'rustic' and 'divorced' from settlements. The

implication is that their existence does not invalidate his thesis. I will try to
show that he has got his facts wrong on Dark Age sanctuaries and that, even

if we were to ignore this, his thesis is in any case untenable'
First, even if we leave aside the sanctuaries that emerged from the late

ninth century to c.750 nc, and limit ourselves to the earlier period, it is clear

that there were indeed sanctuaries in setdements in Dark Age Greece. The
sanctuary of Karphi is, of course, part oÍ a seftlement'4l Morris doubts the

identification of the building as a temple, and this raises a very important
issue which I hope to develop further elsewhere. His formulation of these

doubts in the corrected version (cf. n. 52) oÍ the 1989 paper (p. 318) is
slightly more refined than that of the original paper of 1987; he now
acknowledges thet, as I pointed out in my critique of his article (cf. n. 52), it
is wrong to doubt the identification on the grounds that 'spindle v¡horls,
stone tools and a typical domestic assemblage were found here', For such
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assemblages cbdracterize Minoan and Mycenaean sanctuaries whose identity
es sanctueries is incontrovertibly established,a2 and Karphi is a shrine in the
Minoan tradition. In addition, the presence of domestic objects can also be

associated with historical Greek sanctuaries.43 Nor should we forget in this
connection that workshops were associated with Greek sanctuaries from an
early period.aa Morris chose to ignore the fact that the evidence for the
temple identificadon includes a low square stone altar in the court.a5

Since some of the other candidates for the status of intramural sanctuery
necessitate lengthier discussions, I will only mention one more Dark Age
communal place of worship within a settlement. At Asine46 near f.at,
charcoal-filled soil, a pithos was found containing bones of mammals such as

ox, sheep, goat and pig; and from the area outside also of donkey, dog, boar,
bird, a murex shell. A pit was connected with the pithos, kernoi were found
nearby, and generally in that vicinity kalathoi. As Vells convincingly con-
cludes,aT the condition of the soil in combination with the charcoal and the
many bones suggests that sacrifices had taken place to the west of the pithos.
The burnt clay bordering the area to the south could then be the lining of a

sacrificial area burnt during the cult practices. Kernoi and kalathoi are also
associated with religious practices. The pithos then, !ùØells rightly suggests,
had been intentionally set up - a fact to which the ring of stones around it
testifies - perhaps as a receptacle for what was discarded from the cult
prectices, including bones of the sacrificial animals and pottery. It is clear
that there are excellent reasons for thinking that in early Protogeometric
Asine this wâs an erea set aside for religious purposes in which communal
cult activities took place.

\Ùle can also be certain that other Dark Age sanctuaries (e.g. the
Amyklaionas and the senctuâry of Artemis at Mounichia4e - two cases which
do not need further clarification) were not rustic or isolated, but were
located either in, or in the viciniry of, a settlement - it is not always clear
which. Consequently, it would appear that the Greek sanctuary in all its
three forms, intramural, periurban and extraurban, emerged in the Dark
Ages.

Moreover, even if no Dark Age sanctuary inside a settlement had been
discovered, it would have been methodologically dubious to conclude that
none had existed - let alone build grandiose theories on this assumption.
Argømenta ex silentio are generally of dubious validity, but in this particular
instance they are worthless; for the evidence is exiguous and often difficult
to interpret. It is not the case that many Dark Age settlements are known
and excavated and have produced no evidence of cult-places. On the con-
trary, despite the difficuldes in the identification of cult-units in a period in
whith, firit, various structures are flimsy and thus more easily desùoyed or
missed, and second, the structures and modalities of cult have not yet
crystallized into the forms that will eventually become canonical, so that we
cânnot be certain of the diagnostic features of early Greek cult-areas and
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buildings, we do h¿ve some evidence for cult-places wjthin settlements; and

this, in-the circumstances, acquires even greâter significance.

Finally, Morris's thesis relies on en entirely arbirrary - and inevitably

culturalþ determined - radical distinction between sanctuaries within the

serdement and 'rustic sanctuaries' divorced from settlements. This distinc-

tion reflects modern percePtions of space and is not suPPorted by Greek
conceptual articulations. All three categories of sanctuary (intramural, peri-

urban, extraurban) are found both in historical and in Mycenaean Greece,

and what evidence there is suggests that the same was true in the Dark Ages.

The status of a sanctuary's location could change without problem, without
measures being taken to avoid this happening (thus, for example, the peri-
urban sanctuary at Koukounaries came to be enclosed by the relocated

settlement).50
Consequently, Morris's theory about Dark Age cult-places is untenable.

The reality of the evidence is that, strikingly, the image of cult activity
suggested by the finds in the sanctuaries coincides with the image reflected in
the Homeric epics. The archaeological evidence suggests that most Dark Age
sanctuaries consisted of - and all included - a ternenos with altar. In Homer,
we saw, the most deeply rooted type of cult-place is a ternenos focused on an

altar, which suggests that this rype of cult-place was most deeply embedded
in the material that went into the making of the epics and continued to be

common in the eighth century. The same picture is suggested by the
archaeological evidence, which shov¡s that the temple is primarily a late
ninth- and eighth-century phenomenon - and thus corresponds to the most
recent layer of. the epic material. I must stress that the cultic situation in the
eighth century also moulded the filters through which all Homeric material
was shaped by the poet and understood by his audience.

I now turn to Morris's claims that profound changes in practices took
place in the eighth century, that

in the late eighth century the boundaries between the gods, men and
the dead began to harden, both physically and conceptually. . . . The
living space wes more sharply differentiated from the sacred spaces of
the gods and the dead and the boundaries emphasized by physical
barriers;

and that this alleged change in attitude towards 'the sacred' is the cause of the
hardening of the boundaries between the living and the dead, manifested in
the cessation of intramural burial and relocation of the cemeteries.5l The
changes concerning cemeteries form a part of the case Morris set up against
my own interpretation of a set of very complex phenomena pertaining to the
funerary sphere which, I argued, took place gradually over a long period of
time; he needed to challenge my thesis in order to defend his own much
simpler model of funerary behaviour and attitudes which is based on a
schematic and culturally determined structuring of the data.52 In this
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endeavour he took the alleged changes in sanctuaries as a given and went on
from there.

I had myself argued (see supra n. 52) that a hardening of the boundaries

between the living and the dead had taken place, though I suggested rhat it
took a very long time and did not crystallize until the Archaic period. I
offered an explanation for this phenomenon in terms of a slow, complex and

Dar:.ial change in the attitudes tov¡ards the dead, forwhich there is a lot of
ãther evidence. I will be arguing elsewhere that Morris's interpretation of
rhe cessation of intramural burials cannot stand even if we were to leave

aside the fact that the alleged change pertaining to sanctuaries did not take
place. But in any cese, even if his theory ebout the emergence of the Greek
sanctuary hed not been fallacious, his thesis that from c. 750 nc onwards the
living space of men is more sharply separated and differentiated from the
sacred space of the gods, comparably to the establishment of extramural
burial, and that both signal a different symbolic articulation of the cosmos,
can only be sustained if we ignore entirely a yery important Greek cultic
modality in Archaic and Classical Greek religion: the presence of the sacred,

of cultic foci - such as altars and Herms - all over the living space of the
polis;53 not only the hestia. and private altars of oikos cultin houses, but also
in the streets, in public buildings, in gymnasia, and in the agora.5a Far from
there being e greater seperation between the spaces of the gods and of men
from the second half of the eighth century onwards, in the polis the gods and
the heroes were, on the contrary, installed at the very centre of the living
space of the polis and its institutions, which are often focused on a sacred
structure. I give some examples of this modaliry, of this interweaving of the
sacred and the non-sacred, in the Appendix, pp. 12-13.

Morris could claim that, even though living space and sacred spece were
intermeshed in both the domestic and the public domain, there had never-
theless been a change in the eighth century, in that one particular rype of
sacred spece was separated from the living space to creâte e discrete sacred
space, the sanctuâry. However, even if this were correct - and, we saw, it is
not - this theory could not sønd for avariety of independent reasons. First,
sanctuaries themselves could include non-strictly sacred speces within their
periboloi. Second, serious difficulties ¿rise from the notion of a change in the
boundedness of space allotted to gods, men and the dead, reflecting a new
symbolic classification, which would have affected only one segment of
religious behaviour and allotment of sacred space, while the others manifest,
if anything, a strengthening of the opposite tendency. Finally, the correlative
of this state of affairs would not have been the disappearance of inffamural
burials; on the contrery, it would have been the existence of both intra-
mural and extramural cemeteries, u¡ith intramurel burials interspersed in the
living space of the polis persisting throughout.

In support of his thesis of change Morris stresses the appearance of
temenos walls and temples. However, in order to assess whether or not a
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sienificant change did take place without relying on our own culturally

de"termined judgements we must first determine what are the important

elements, the defining characteristics, of the Greek sanctuary as we know it
from the historical Period.

First, the peribolos, the boundary wall. Throughout the Archaic and

Classical peri-ods aperibolos that went all the way round v¡as not an essential

elemenr óf th. t"tt"tuary; the sacred space could be marked by a series of
marker stones, with entry involving the crossing of an imaginary line

between rwo of them.ss In some sanctuaries aperibolos was built at alater
stage in the sanctuary's history - in different periods in the different
san-ctuaries, so that it is not possible to imagine that the time whenperiboloi
were built signals a change in the mentaliry pertaining to religious space. The

demarcation involving horoi,boundary stones, is not symbolically different
from that through a peribolos, but of course the former disappear more
easily, and, of course, leave no remains in an illiterate 

^ge'56Second, the temple is not an essentiel religious part of the Greek sanctuery

- it is the altar which is essential.5T Hence most sanctuaries are of earlier date

than their temples,ss and some never acquired a temple,se among them
sanctuaries housing far from insignificant cults.60 In general, the temenos

with an altar and without a temple precedes the 'temple * altar ternenos'.6r

The latter became the norm quite soon, but as the different rhythms with
which different sanctuaries acquired temples (and the fact that some never

did) show, the emergence of the temple was not the result of a religious
change involving a change in the articulation of sacred space indicative of a
change in the relationship between men and the sacred. It was part of
monumentalization - and eventual codification - of Greek sanctuaries in the
eighth century.

From the eighth century onwards there was a continuous trend towards
monumentality in Greek sanctuaries. Though the altar was the most essen-

tial cultic element in the temenos, rt gradually lost its spatial prominence and
centrality in favour of the physically more impressive temple.62 The sacrifi-
cial erea, originally the space west of the altar up to the west boundarJ¡, and
later the space v¡est of the altar up to the temple, also changed its position in
the course of time in the Archaic ternenos (through various stages in the
different sanctuaries). Thus the altar moved from a central position to an

eastward peripheral one, the temple from a westward peripheral to a central
one, and the sacrificial area from a westward to an eastward peripheral one.63

Since we know the respective functions of temple and altar through this
period, we know that these changes do not entail a change in ritual or in the
perception of sacred space.

A crucial factor affecting the physical appearance of the sanctuary is its
worshipping group, the size, needs and aspirations of the (developing)
polis and the images of itself it created in the local and the pan-Hellenic
sanctuaries. Changes in the size of the sanctuary and its relationship to the
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surrounding settlement, when there wes one, do not signal changes in the

Derception of sacred space: both changed when the senctuary needed to
ixpand.Ø Likewise, the presence or absence and number of other buildings

lhousing offerings, dining rooms and the like) do not involve different
prrceptions of religious space - nor does their location (whether or not they
were in a separate area from that of strict sanctity). Sanctuaries are either

simple, consisting of the cultic area only, or composite, including a second-

^ry 
are containing non-essentiel buildings - usually an addition to the basic

arZtJ5 This depended on their function (e.g. whether they q¡ere local or the

seat of pan-Hellenic Games, oracular or not) and populariry.
It is clear, then, that neither ternenos wall nor temple were essential

defining characteristics of the Greek senctuary. 'lflhat was fundamental in
Greek sanctuaries, what defined a sanctuary in the Greek religious men-
tality, was that it was a sacred spece centred around an altar, sometimes

including enother sacred focus such as a tree or stone, a spring or cave.

There were indeed observable changes in the eighth century pertaining to
sancruaries. First, many nev/ senctuaries emerged, some, like Delphi, at the

end of the ninth century, others in the course of the eighth. Second, spetiel
reorganization took place in some earlier sanctuaries. Third, votiye offerings
became rrery common everywhere. Finally, we see the beginning of the
monumentelization of forms in the sanctuaries, and the emergence of the

temple as an element in some sanctuaries - though many sanctuaries did not
acquire a temple until much later. This goes together with what can be seen

as a certain crystallization of forms, a large topic which I cannot discuss

here.
This chapter is a small part of a wider discourse in which I argue that early

Greek sanctuaries developed out of the sanctuaries of the Dark Ages
through a continuous process of development and change without nrpture;
that the multifaceted changes observed in eighth-century sanctuaries and the
great increase in their number took place in interaction with, in the context,
and as a result, of, a set of circumstances of which the emergence of the polis
was the most important.

The polis put ieligion at its centre, forged its identity through religion.óó
This caused some sanctuaries to become a focus for the self-definition of the
polis, and thus aggrandized them and monumentalized them. It also led to
the foundation of more sanctuaries, to serve specific functions, for example
to 'sancdfy' a frontier, or to provide for particular needs; the cults were not
necessarily new, but they may have been split off, given a seperate space

(symbolically connected with the old) when there was some need. Also, in
this context, in which the significance and symbolic importance of religion
were gready enhanced, votive offerings, which represented a more Per-
manently attested form of worship, acquired increased significance and

thus increased very substantially. Second, the greater mobility and inter-
ection within the Greek world and outside it, together with the gr€eter

11
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consciousness of â Greek identity and interest in the heroic Past' led to a

sreater interacdon between sanctueries in different places, to the spreading

ãf id""r within the Greek world (for example, from Crete to the mainland

and the islands) and from outside it, and to a cross-influence that led to a
cerrain crystallization of forms, further enhanced by the emergence of the

parf-Hellenic religious dimension, at the very leest in literature such as the

iTomeric poems and Hesiod, correlative with the PercePtion of Greekness

through cãmmunaliry of religion, and perhaps also as a result of the radi-

edon ;f influence of sanctuaries like Delphi which acquired great Prestige all

over Greece. In addition, colonization, which created the need to set uP new

polis-deñning sanctuaries in new lands, would have further enhanced this

Process.
In these circumstances, I submit' out of materially humble beginnings,

were the great Greek senctuaries created over the centuries.

APPENDIX: THE INTERNTEAVING OF SACRED AND
NON-SACRED SPACE

The agora has religious as well as political and other functions.6T Sacred

space and not strictly sâcred civic space are tightly enmeshed, as cultic and

not strictly cultic activities cannot be separated radically, either spatially or
sementicelly. One category of agora cults is divine cults, another heroic
cults.ó8 At Megara Hyblaea the space for the agora, which was laid out in the

second half of the seventh century, had been reserved and defined from the

very beginning.6e Its focus seems to have been a sacred space eventually
incorporated in the heroon.7o The excavators suggested that the religious
function of the agora may have asserted itself first.zr

In many poleis the common he¿rth of the polis, the leoine ltestia, which
was also 

-an 
altar-hearth for Flestia, was located in the prytaneion,72 a

building which r¡¡as also, though not primarily, religious in character. Its
religious functionz3 wes not limited to its primary association wirhthe leoine

hestia and Hestia; at Naukratis, for example, pert of the annual fesdvals of
Dionysos and Apollo v¡ere celebrated in the prytaneion. At Kos the hearth-
almr of Hestia was in the agora, clearly not in a building, and it was the focus
of an important ritual during the festival of Zeus Polieus.za In the agora of
Pharae a prophetic hestia. stood in front of the statue of Hermes,z5 Another
interesting al¡er in en 

^Eori- 
is the Archtic escharø near the altar of the

Twelve Gods in the Athenian Agora (whatever its precise function may have
been76). The altar of Zeus Agoraios in the Athenian Agora originally stood
in the Pnyx, the place of Assembly of the Ekklesia.TT The lithos-eltar in the
Agora, where the archontes swore the oath78 and on which were set the
pieces of a sacrificial victim, is another sacred element with an important role
in the Agora.

According to Xen. He\L.2.3.52-5 there was an akar in the bouleuterion in
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Arhens, referred to as hesti¿in2.3.52 and bornos in 2.3.53,55. Antiphon 6.45

seys rhere was in the bouleuterion a hieron of. Zeus Boulaios and Athena

náulaia, where the bouleatai prayed es they went in.7e The altar of Zeus

Herkeios stood in front of the Dipylon gate, near the Pomp?ion.8o In the
ovmnasia there were altars and Herms.sl Indeed the association between
"/yl^n^ti^ and cult was clearly close, and in them, at leest to some extent'

!í"r"d and non-sacred were'interwoven. Thus, of the famous Athenian

suburban gymnasia, the Lykeion wai a cult-place for Apollo Lykeios, a

gymnasium for athletes and an exercise area- for troops.82 The Kynosarges

symnasium was associated with the cult of Heracles (though the precise

iár* of the association is not totally clear) to whom the gymnasium was

consecrated.33
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